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T

he Gaussian function (GF) is widely
used to explain the behavior or statistical distribution of many natural
phenomena as well as industrial processes in different disciplines of engineering
and applied science. For example, the GF
can be used to model an approximation
of the Airy disk in image processing, a
laser heat source in laser transmission
welding [1], practical microscopic applications [2], and fluorescence dispersion
in flow cytometric deoxyribonucleic
acid histograms [3]. In applied sciences,
the noise that corrupts the signal can be
modeled by the Gaussian distribution
according to the central limit theorem.
Thus, by fitting the GF, researchers can
develop a sound interpretation of the
corresponding process or phenomenon behavior.
This article introduces a novel fast,
accurate, and separable (FAS) algorithm for estimating the GF parameters
to fit observed data points. A simple
mathematical trick can be used to calculate the area under the GF in two ways.
Then, by equating these two areas, the
GF parameters can be easily obtained
from the observed data.

from its center on the x-axis. The mathematical form of the GF is
y (x) = Ae -

(x - n) 2
2v 2 , (1)
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with three shape-controlling parameters,
A, n, and v, where A is the maximum
height (amplitude) that can be achieved
on the y-axis, n is the curve center
(mean) on the x-axis, and v is the standard deviation (SD), which controls the
width of the curve along the x-axis. This
article presents a new method for the
accurate estimation of these three parameters. The difficulty of this lies in
estimating the three shape-controlling
parameters (A, n, and v) from observations, which are generally noisy, by solving an overdetermined nonlinear system
of equations.
The standard solutions for fitting
the GF parameters from noisy observed
data are obtained by one of the following two approaches:
1) Solving the problem as a nonlinear
system of equations using one of the
least-squares optimization algorithms: This solution employs an
iterative procedure, such as the
Newton–Raphson algorithm [4]. The
drawbacks of this approach are the
iterative procedure, which may not
converge to the true solution, and its
high cost from the computational
complexity perspective.
2) Solving the problem as a linear system of equations based on the fact
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GF-fitting approaches
A GF has a symmetrical bell shape
around its center, with a width that
smoothly decreases as it moves away
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that the GF is an exponential of a
quadratic function: By taking the natural logarithm of the observed data,
the problem can be solved in polynomial time as a 3 # 3 linear system of
equations. Two traditional algorithms
have been proposed in this context:
Caruana’s algorithm [5] and Guo’s
algorithm [6]. Furthermore, instead
of taking the natural logarithm, the
partial derivative is used in Roonizi’s
algorithm [7].
In this article, we consider only the second approach, which is more suitable
for most scientific applications, due to
its simplicity and because it avoids the
drawbacks of the first approach. Let us
start with a brief introduction of the
existing three algorithms for the second approach.

Caruana’s algorithm
Caruana’s algorithm exploits the fact
that the GF is an exponential of a quadratic function and transforms it into a
linear form by taking the natural logarithm of (1) to obtain
ln ( y) = ln (A) +
= ln (A) -

- (x - n) 2
2v 2
n

2

2v

2

= a + bx + cx 2,

+

2nx
x2 
2 2v
2v 2
(2)

where a = ln (A) - n 2 / ^2v 2 h, b = n /v 2,
and c = -1/ ^2v 2 h. Accordingly, the
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unknowns become a, b, and c in
the linear equation (2) instead of A,
n, and v in the nonlinear equation (1).
Next, if the observations y are noisy,
then they can be modeled as yt = y + w.
Each contains the ideal data point, y,
that is corrupted by the noise, w, with
SD of v w . Note that in (2), we consider
only the observations that have values
above zero.
Once we have an overdetermined
linear system, the unknowns can be estimated using the least-squares method.
Caruana’s algorithm estimates the three
unknowns (a, b, and c) in (2) using the
least-squares method by forming the error function, f, for (2) as
f = ln ( yt ) - ln ( y)

= ln ( yt ) - (a + bx + cx 2) .



(3)

Then, by differentiating the sum of f 2
with respect to a, b, and c and equating the results to zero, we obtain three
equations, which represent the following linear system:
R
2V
S N / x n / x nW a
2
S/ x n / x n / x 3nW >bH
W
S
S/ x 2n / x 3n / x 4nW c
T R

V X
S / ln ( yt n) W
= S/ x n ln ( yt n)W,
S
W
S/ x 2n ln ( yt n)W
T
X

b
A = e a - 4c , n = - b , v =
2c

(4)

-1 . (5)
2c

The weighted least-squares method
is the second candidate method to estimate the unknowns, and it is expected
to have a better estimation accuracy
than the least-squares method.

Guo’s algorithm
Guo’s algorithm, a modified version
of the Caruana algorithm, finds the
unknowns a, b, and c in (2) using the
158

R
2
2
2 2V
S / yt n / x n yt n / x n yt nW a
2
2
2
S/ x n yt n / x n yt n / x n3 yt n2W >bH
W
S
S/ x n2 yt n2 / x n3 yt n2 / x n4 yt n2W c
X
T R

V
2
S / yt n ln ( yt n) W
2
= S/ x n yt n ln ( yt n)W.
(6)
S
W
S/ x 2n yt 2n ln ( yt n)W
T
X
Moreover, the values of A, n, and v
can be computed from (5).
One of the problems that affects
the estimation accuracy is the long-tail
GF. This occurs when the number of
small values in the observed data is
large compared to the observed data
length, N, which means that a large
amount of noise exists in those observations. Thus, an iterative procedure
is required to improve the estimation accuracy.

The estimation accuracy of the Guo’s algorithm deteriorates for a long-tail GF.
To increase the accuracy of fitting the
long-tail Gaussian parameters, an iterative procedure for (6) is given as
R
V
2
2
2 2
S / yt n,(k -1) / x n yt n,(k -1) / x n yt n,(k -1)W
S/ x n yt 2n,(k -1) / x 2 yt 2n,(k -1) / x 3 yt 2n,(k -1)W
n
n
S
W
S/ x 2n yt 2n,(k -1) / x 3n yt 2n,(k -1) / x 4n yt 2n,(k -1)W
T
X
R
V
2
a (k) S / yt n,(k -1) ln ( yt n) W
(7)
# >b (k)H = S/ x n yt 2n,(k -1) ln ( yt n)W,
S
W
c (k) S/ x 2n yt 2n,(k -1) ln ( yt n)W
T
X
where yt n,(k) = yt n for k = 0 and yt n,(k) =
2
e a (k) + b (k) x n + c (k) x n for k 2 0, with the parenthesized subscripts denoting the indices
of iteration.

Roonizi’s algorithm
Roonizi’s algorithm is designed to fit
the GF riding on a polynomial background. It can be used to fit a GF by
taking the partial derivative of (1), and
then taking the integral of the result
to obtain
IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE

y (x) = b 1 z 1 (x) + b 2 z 2 (x), (8)
where b 1 = -1/v 2, b 2 = n /v 2, and
x

z 1 (x) =

#

x

#

uy (u) du, z 2 (x) =

-3

y (u) du.

-3

(9)
In a manner similar to the steps in the
Caruana and Guo algorithms, the error of (8) becomes g = yt - ( b 1 z 1 (x) +
b 2 z 2 (x)). A linear system of equations
results as follows:

/ ;z 1 (x n); 2 / z 1 (x n) z 2 (x n)G ;b 1E
/ z 1 (x n) z 2 (x n) / ;z 2 (x n); 2 b 2
/ z 1 (x n) yt n
(10)
==
/ z 2 (x n) yt nG.
=

By solving (10) in terms of b 1 and b 2 ,
the estimated nt and vt of the GF can be
calculated as
vt =

-1 , nt = - b 2 . (11)
b1

b1

Finally, using nt and vt from (11), the
estimated At of the GF can be calculated as

Guo’s algorithm with
iterative procedure

where N is the number of observed
data points and / denotes / nN= 1 . In this
case, the parameters a, b, and c can be
determined simply by solving (4) as a
determined linear system of equations.
Subsequently, the original parameters
of the GF are determined as
2

weighted least-squares method. It uses
the noisy observed data, yt , to weight
the error function in (3). Therefore, the
error equation in (3) becomes d = yt f =
yt [ln ( yt ) - (a + bx + cx 2 )], and the linear system of equations in (4) becomes
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/ c yt n exp c - (x2nv-t 2 n)
t

At =

/ exp c - (x2nv-t 2 n)
t

2

2

m

mm

. (12)

Note that the Roonizi’s algorithm
has no iterative procedure to increase the accuracy of fitting long-tail
GF parameters.

Motivation
Guo’s and Roonizi’s algorithms have better estimation accuracy than C
 aruana’s
algorithm, while their computational
complexity burden is comparable. Moreover, the three algorithms dependently
estimate the GF parameters (A, n, and
v). This means that, in some applications that require the estimation of only
one parameter, the fitting algorithm may
require unnecessary parameters to be
estimated as well. Therefore, there is a
need for a new method that provides better estimation accuracy with an efficient
computational complexity as well as

Proposed algorithm
In this article, we propose a novel FAS
algorithm for a GF that accurately fits
the observed data. The basic idea
of the proposed FAS algorithm is to
find a direct formula for the SD
(i.e., v) parameter from the noisy
observed data. Then the amplitude A
and mean n can be determined using
the weighted least-squares method for
only two unknowns.

Derivation of the SD formula
To derive an approximation formula
for the SD, a simple mathematical
trick is applied. For N observations
that represent the GF, as shown in
Figure 1, the area under the GF can
be divided into thin ver tical recta ngles with a width of T x n , where
T x n is the nth step size of two successive observation points on the xaxis. Therefore, the total area under
the GF, K, is numerically calculated
as the summation of the areas of the
vertical rectangles:
N

K.

/ T x n yt n .(13)

n=1

Note that (13) reflects at least 99.7%
of the GF area in case of an available
observation width greater than n ! 3v.
Now, let us calculate the area under the
GF using a different method. From the
GF and Q-function properties, the total
area under the GF is given as
3

K=

#

Ae -

(x - n) 2
2v 2

dx = Av 2r . (14)

-3

Equating (13) and (14), and replacing the
amplitude A by the maximum value of
the observed data, yt max, the estimated
v is obtained as

algorithm directly outputs this estimate,
without estimating the other two parameters. This is referred to as the separable
property of the FAS algorithm.

Error analysis
To study the error of (15), first let us
discuss the systematic error resulting
from equating (13) and (14). This error
becomes notable when a small portion of the GF is sampled, and the GF
curve is approximated by rectangles
(as in Figure 1). Based on extensive
testing of the algorithm with varying
parameters, as discussed further later
in the article, the systematic error can
be considered negligible when W 2 6
and the observation samples are dense
enough [e.g., (N/W ) 2 10], where W is
the ratio of the SD to the observation
width on the x-axis (i.e., the observation width equals Wv, or equivalently, it varies from n - (W/ 2) v to
n + (W/ 2) v) .
To calculate the relative error in
t he nu merator i n (15), let t he numerator equal 2r Av + T x / nN= 1 w n,
where 2r Av represents the actual
area of the GF and T x / nN= 1 w n is normally distributed with its SD being
N v w T x = N v w (Wv/N ). For simplicity of analysis, T x is considered
fixed for all observations. The relative error of the numerator, a N , can be
written as
vw W
W
= k1
,
2r A N
SNR 2rN
(16)
aN . k1

where k 1 is a constant value, which can
be considered 2 for the 95.5% confidence interval, and SNR = A/v w is the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
For the denominator, let us assume
that it equals 2r (A ! TA), where
T A is the maximum of the normally
distributed noise samples with SD of
v w . The relative error of the denominator in (15), a D , can be written as

prehensive simulations, k 2 = 3 is the
worst-case scenario for the error. Also,
the probability of such a scenario is very
low.) Hence, the total relative error in
(15), a, can be approximated using a
Taylor series as
1 k W +k .
2m
SNR c 1 2rN
(18)
a . aN + aD =

If the samples are dense enough (i.e.,
large enough N/W ), a reduced relative
error can be attained for a high SNR.

Estimates of the remaining
two parameters
To estimate the remaining two parameters A and n using vt estimated from
(15), we can differentiate the sum of
2
d with respect to a and b and then
equate the results to zero (i.e., using
the same steps as in Guo’s algorithm).
The resulting linear system of equations becomes

/ yt 2n / x n yt 2nG ;aE =
/ x n yt 2n / x 2n yt 2n b

/ yt 2n ln ( yt n) - c / x 2n yt 2n G,
=
/ x n yt 2n ln ( yt n) - c / x 3n yt 2n

=

(19)

where c = -1/ ^2vt 2 h and vt is the estimated SD, which is calculated from
(15). Therefore, the values of a and b
are obtained by solving the 2 # 2 linear system in (19); then, the original
parameters A and n can be calculated
from (5).
Figure 2 shows the superiority of the
proposed FAS algorithm over the traditional algorithms in the presence
of a noise with SD v w = 0.1 for different values of N; the proposed algorithm

A

99.7%

y

the capability for a separable parameter estimation.

N

vt =

/ T x n yt n

n=1

2r yt max

. (15)

Thus, in certain applications that require
the estimate of the SD of the GF, the FAS

aD .

k2 vw
= k 2 , (17)
A
SNR

where k 2 is a constant whose value can
be assumed to be 3. (Based on comIEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING MAGAZINE
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µ – 3σ

µ
x

µ + 3σ

FIGURE 1. A graph illustrating a Gaussian
function.
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provides the best fit to the observed data
points compared to the other fitting algorithms for all values of N. Figure 2 shows
that yt max is obviously different from the
actual amplitude A. However, vt from
(15) provides reasonable results using
yt max even if a small number of observation points are available, as in Figure 2(c).
Since the FAS algorithm provides
poorer accuracy in fitting long-tail
GF parameters, an iterative procedure is required to improve the fitting accuracy.

/ yt 2n,(k - 1) / x n yt 2n,(k - 1)G ;a (k)E =
/ x n yt 2n,(k - 1) / x 2n yt 2n,(k - 1) b (k)
/ yt 2n,(k - 1) ln( yt n) - c / x 2n yt 2n,(k - 1) G,
=
/ x n yt 2n,(k - 1) ln( yt n) - c / x 3n yt 2n,(k - 1)

=

(20)
where yt n,(k) = yt n for k = 0, yt n,(k) =
2
e a (k) + b (k) x n + cx n for k 2 0, and vt is estimated from (15) only once. This means
that (15) can provide accurate results in
fitting the long-tail GF without iteration, while the other two parameters still
need to be estimated through iterations.

FAS algorithm with
iterative procedure
For the long-tail GF, we propose an
iterative algorithm that improves the
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However, after a few iterations, vt can
be further improved by including an
updated SD from (15) in the iterations,
using A obtained by (20).
Figure 3 shows results of the iterative
Guo’s and proposed FAS algorithms for
fitting a long-tail GF with N = 200,
A = 1, v = 2, and v w = 0.1 for n = 18
and 19, respectively. As we can see from
the figure, the number of iterations required for the FAS algorithm to fit the
long-tail GF is lower than that for Guo’s
algorithm. For example, in Figure 3(a),
the FAS algorithm needs only three iterations to fit the observation; however,
Guo’s algorithm provides poor fitting
for the same number of iterations. Note
that, from Figure 3(b), as the tail of the

fitting accuracy of the FAS algorithm. The recursive version of (19)
is given as
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FIGURE 2. Graphs showing the results of different algorithms for fitting the GF with A = 2, v = 2, and n = 10 in the presence of observation noise with
v w = 0.1 (i.e., SNR = 10). (a) N = 50. (b) N = 40. (c) N = 30.
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FIGURE 3. Graphs showing the results of the proposed FAS iterative algorithm in comparison with Guo’s algorithm for fitting the GF of N = 200, A = 1,
v = 2, and v w = 0.1 (i.e., SNR = 10). (a) n = 18. (b) n = 19.
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GF lengthens, more iterations are needed (i.e., six iterations are needed instead
of three to provide a good fitting to the
longer-tail GF). Even in the presence of
considerable noise and with only a small
portion of the GF, the iterative procedure
of the proposed algorithm can nicely fit
the GF after only a few iterations.

ing the accuracy of estimation (i.e., SNR,
W, and N ).
For the evaluation of the estimation accuracy, we calculate the average
ARE%(v), where one of the three parameters varies while the other two parameters are fixed. Figure 4 shows such
results, where the SD is estimated using
the proposed FAS algorithm in comparison with the three previously presented
traditional algorithms. In Figure 4(a)
and (b), W = 12 and the SNR varies
from 1 to 100 for N = 30 and 200, respectively. Figure 4(c) and (d) depicts
the effect of W, which varies from 2 to
24, for N = 30 and 200, respectively, in
the case of SNR = 25 (i.e., v w = 0.04).
Figure 4(e) and (f) shows the effect of N,
which varies from 20 to 100 and from
200 to 1,000, respectively, with W = 12
and SNR = 25. It is obvious from these
figures that the SD estimated from (15)
has the lowest ARE% in all cases, except for W 1 6 when Guo’s algorithm

Accuracy comparison
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In this section, Monte Carlo simulation
results for at least 10 4 simulated trials
are considered for comparing the average absolute relative error (ARE) of the
fitting accuracy for the SD estimated using (15) and by traditional algorithms.
The ARE percentile of the SD is given
as ARE% (v) = (; vt - v ; /v) # 100%,
where ; $ ; denotes the absolute value
and v is the true SD. The GF parameters used for this simulation are A = 1,
n = 10, and v = 2. As demonstrated by
the total relative error estimated in (18),
three parameters can be used for assess-

is the best. This is called the accurate
property of the FAS algorithm. In many
practical applications, an adequate portion of the GF (i.e., W $ 6) is sampled
with more than 200 observation points
(i.e., N $ 200). Roonizi’s algorithm is
more general than the other techniques
since it can also fit a Gaussian riding on
a polynomial background. This might
explain its poorer performance in comparison to the other algorithms that fit a
sole GF as described by (1).
The plots in Figure 4 also depict the
worst-case ARE% of the proposed algorithm. The simulated worst-case ARE%
represents the maximum ARE% that
occurs during the 10 4 simulated trials,
which is compared to (18) with k 1 = 2
and k 2 = 3 to show the accuracy of our
derived error estimated in (18). Note that
the probability of such a worst-case
error is very low. Notably, the w
 orstcase theoretical and simulated ARE%
match, except when W 1 6 due to the

Worst Case (Simulation)

Worst Case (Theoretical)

FIGURE 4. The ARE% of v estimated from different fitting algorithms. (a) W = 12 and N = 30. (b) W = 12 and N = 200. (c) SNR = 25 and N = 30.
(d) SNR = 25 and N = 200. (e) W = 12 and SNR = 25. (f) W = 12 and SNR = 25.
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considerable systematic error. The superiority of the proposed algorithm versus
the traditional ones holds for the worstcase ARE% as well; however, for the
clarity of the plots in Figure 4, curves
corresponding to the latter algorithms
were not included. As shown in Figure 4(f), after a particular value of N,
the error of the denominator in (15) becomes dominant. As N increases, there
will be many samples around the peak
of the GF, and the ARE% of the proposed algorithm slightly increases when
N increases, finally approaching the
worst-case scenario.

point to the current value of x for all
N observations.
It can be seen from (21) to (23) that
the proposed algorithm requires fewer
additions and multiplications when
compared with Guo’s and Roonizi’s algorithms. Assuming A ln = A exp and
M ln = M exp , the proposed algorithm
saves six additions and O (N ) multiplications over Guo’s algorithm, while it
saves O (N 2) additions and multiplications over Roonizi’s algorithm. This is
referred to as the fast property of the
proposed FAS algorithm.

Complexity comparison

This article proposed a simple approximation expression for the SD of a GF to
fit a set of noisy observed data points.
This expression results from a simple
mathematical trick, which is based on
the equality between the area under the
GF calculated numerically and based
on the Q-function properties. Then, the
amplitude and mean of the GF can be
calculated using the weighted leastsquares method. Through comprehensive simulations and mathematical
analysis, it has been shown that the proposed algorithm is not only faster than
Guo’s and Roonizi’s algorithms, but
also provides better estimation accuracy
when an adequate interval of the GF is
sampled. Additionally, an iterative procedure is proposed, which is suitable
to fit the GF when the observed data
points are contaminated with substantial
noise, as in the case of a long-tail GF. It
has been shown by extensive computer
simulations that the proposed iterative
algorithm fits the GF faster than the iterative Guo’s algorithm. The proposed
algorithm could be useful for several
applications, such as Airy disk approximation, laser transmission welding, fluorescence dispersion, and many others
involving digital signal processing.

We address the computational complexity comparison of Guo’s, Roonizi’s, and
the proposed FAS algorithms in terms
of the number of additions and multiplications required to complete the fitting
procedure. We assume that subtraction
and division operations are respectively
equivalent to addition and multiplication operations in complexity. It should
be noted that solving an n # n linear
system of equations using Gauss
elimination requires (2n 3 + 3n 2 - 5n) /6
additions and (n 3 + 3n 2 - n) / 3 multiplications [8]. Therefore, the total
number of additions (Add) and multiplications (Mul) for the Guo, Roonizi, and
FAS algorithms are given as follows:
Add (Guo) = N (A ln + 8) + 3,
Mul (Guo) = N (M ln + 11) + 17,



(21)

Add (Roonizi) = N 2 + 8N + NA exp -5,
Mul (Roonizi) = 0.5N 2 + 9.5N + NM exp + 9,
(22)
Add (FAS) = N (A ln + 8) - 3,

Mul (FAS) = N (M ln + 10) + 12,
(23)
where A ln and M ln represent the number of additions and multiplications
required to calculate the natural logarithm, respectively, while A exp and
M exp represent the number of additions
and multiplications, respectively,
required to calculate the natural exponential in (12). Note that the term
of N 2 in (22) comes from the calculation of z 1 (x) in (9), which requires
an accumulated n umerical integration
of (uy (u)) from the first observation
162
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